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"Nobody puts Baby in a corner."
--Patrick Swayze in Dirty Dancing
Construction
Andrew Vogel
Editor In Chief .
.
New initiatives to "go green" seem
to be cropping up everywhere these
days. On campus, green projects
span from, the creation of an envi-
ronmental studies department to a
trayless Lowry. This spring, stu-
dents will have an opportunity to
take part in another green initiative
that will affect not just the Wooster
campus, but. the surrounding com-
munity as well.
.Last February, the . City of
Wooster Parks and Recreation put
plans in place to create Oak Hill
Park. The park will sit on 100 acres
of former farmland that is currently
Vacant. The property is adjacent to
Wooster High School and features a
forest along its southern and north-
eastern boundaries, along with
rolling hills that offer great yiews of
the entire site. The site also offers
direct access to Oak Hill Road on the
eastern side of the property. '
According to City, of Wooster
parks manager Daryl Decker, the
100 acres soon to become Oak Hill
Park have been farmed for many
years. Not lon! 'ago, this area was
scheduled to become a development
site for 200 new housing units.
However, when plans with the
expected developer failed
,
to go
through, the plans for this area have
since changed into a much different
project. .'
"When the developer who had
planned the site for building was
unable to proceed, the Noble
Fpundation, chaired by Mr. Dave
Noble, stepped in and purchased the
property with the intent of keeping
it green space," said Decker. "Over
Arts & Entertainment
.
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2
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three years ago now the Noble
Foundation began searching for a
partner to see the dream of main-
taining the land as an open, green,
public -- use space come to fruition.
The City of Wooster Parks .was
eager to explore the potential." '
The location of this area was a
critical reason why the City of
Wooster was interested in develop-
ing this area into a public park.
The park is located at the north
end of Wooster, where the most
growth is occurring in the city. Not
only will the park be located on the
north end, but the park will also be
next to 200 other acres of public
access property though the Wooster
City Schools and Freedlander Park.
The overarching goal of the park
will be to promote ecological aware-
ness, as well as encouraging green
ways o( thinking, Decker said that
the park will introduce native Ohio
trees and shrubs to promote "a for-
est for all seasons."
It will also include eco-frien- dly
designs and natural paintings that
community members can observe
and then consider using in their own
homes. Sections of the Ohio prairie
that were once found in this area
will be re-introd- uced in the park.
"Oak Hill Park will be a park of the
land, not on the land," said Decker.
Susan Clayton, the Whitmore-William- s
Professor of Psychology
and chair of the environmental
studies department, said that the
focus of the park will be educational
as well as environmental. "The new
park will serve as a resource for edu-
cational activities it will focus
on creating healthy ecosystems ndL
will
.
utilize i sustainable I and " low
impact design," she said. '
Designs and plans for the park
Is Scott Smith discusses ways
in which students can edu-
cate themselves on the ben-
efits of safe sex. Read his
viewpoint on page 3.
h Hannah Dorio-Tot-h explains
how Sen. Joe Wilson's out-
burst has taken away from
the real issues surrounding
health care. See page 3.
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Tamari Farquharson speaks
with Eric Babbit who recently
told his story about struggles
with cancer to Chicken Soup
for the Soul: Extraordinary
Teens." See page I
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opportunities to students at the
College as well. In fact, Decker said
that the park's developers will rely
on ideas and contributions from
Wooster students when shaping their
plans. "Through the developmental
stage students will have the opportu-
nity to become involved in the con-
ceptual ideals and construction of
the park," Decker said.
"Long term studies and mainte-
nance will otter students from The
College of Wooster opportunities to
l ' Colleen O'Neill discusses the
rehearsal process that stu-
dents fiave been involved in
.
with Shakespeare's play, "The
Comedy of Errors. " See page
11 5 to read more.
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A map of the proposed layout of the new park in Wooster (Photo courtesy Dale Decker).
will be finalized within the next sev-
eral weeks. The official design phase
of the plan will begin next year.
Decker said that the park's first
plantings will occur next fall, with
the ultimate goal of completing the
project by the end of 20 1 1 .
However, Decker stressed that
'other plantings, research and educa--'
.tion will be an ongoing process.
" While the park will be close to the
Wooster High School, the park will
offer numerous advantages and
"4
,
...
.
be involved in bringing educational
and recreational value to the region
for many years to come," he added.
The project will have meaning for
all students who choose to become
involved in the park's development.
However, Clayton said that the park
will have even greater significance
for environmental studies students.
"I hope that this will be a way for
students in environmental studies
classes to put some of what they're
learning into practice," she said.
Residents and students alike enjoy annual fair's festivities
This past week marked the end of the 160th annual Wayne County Fair.
The fair drew residents of the community and students at the college with
its various attractions, including a tractor pull, demolition derby, merry-go-roun- d
and various musical entertainment acts (Photo by Maureen Sill).
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Is Andrew Vogel recaps the
weekend as the Wooster
Volleyball team coasted to
four wins in the Kilt
Classic. See page 8.
Kille gives
Alexandra DeGrandchamp
Senior Staff Writer
Associate Professor and Chair of
the Department of Political Science
Kent Kille opened the 2009 Faculty at
Large lecture series Tuesday morn-
ing with "The United Nations and
NATO: Debates and Trends in
Institutional Coordination."
The lecture, which was well .
attended by students, faculty and
staff, addressed topics studied during
Kille's fall 2008 research leave. The
leave focused on the nature of coop-
eration between the United Nations
and the North Atlantic Treaty .
Organization, which Kille described
as "ad hoc" and "not structured."
The lecture focused on areas of
cooperation and coordination during
the post-Co- ld War era. Kille
explained that due to the USSR's seat
on the Security Council of the UN,
there was little coordination between
the two during the Cold War period.
Kille began the lecture by provid-
ing an overview of the U.N. system
and a brief history of NATO. He
illustrated the essential dynamic
between the U.N. and NATO by
examining both groups' charters.
Kille indicated that the U.N. charter
stipulated the Security Council
retained "primary responsibility" for
peace and security issues within the
international system, and that
regional organizations, while playing
a vital role in dealing with such
issues, must "inform the Security
Council" of such actions as well as be
"consistent with U.N. principles."
Kille then detailed the multiple
ways the U.N. and NATO were expe-
riencing institutional coordination in
New project
Allana Mortell
News Editor
In an effort to promote diversity
and multiculturalism within the
campus and city of Wooster, the
College has initiated a new collabo-
rative project titled, "A Community
of Voices: Reflections on Identity
and Diversity." The project will be
composed of written essays, short
stories, poems and artistic pieces
written by members of the commu-
nity and students centered on the
theme of diversity.
William Macauley, associate pro-
fessor of English and director of
The Writing Center at the College
recalls that the idea for this project
began in the fall of 2007, as a way in
which the department of writing
could team up with the office of Off-Camp- us
Studies and the Center for
Diversity and Global Engagement.
From there, Macauley devised a
Voice
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CAMPUS
First Africana Studies
lecture next Tuesday
The first Africana Studies
Department lecture will take place
Tuesday, Sept 22, at 1 1 a.m. in the
Center for Diversity and Global
Engagement. The lecture will fea
ture Assistant Professor of
Chemistry Sibrina Collins, who will
discuss "Blacks in Science." Collins
will discuss both historic and cur-
rent demographic trends within the
Sciences. The event is free and open
to the public.
Pulitzer winner to
speak at campusforum
The New York Times columnist
Nicholas Kristof will deliver the sec-
ond Wooster Forum lecture on
Tuesday, Sept. 22 at 7:30 p.m. in
McGaw Chapel. The two-tim- e
Pulitizer winner and author of "Half
the Sky" will speak about oppression
of women in developing states. The
Wooster Forum is free and open to
the public.
LOCAL
Sheriffs Office plans
to reduce budget
In order to combat the recession,
the Wayne County Sheriff's Office
has laid off two part-tim- e employees
and is looking for additional ways to
reduce the office's budget.
The Wayne County Sheriff's
Office has been asked to reduce the
budget by over $700,000 this year.
Positions already cut are the jail
chaplain and a processor of con-
cealed weapons licenses. To help cut
costs, the sheriff, who cannot legally
reduce his own salary, pledged to
write a check equivalent to eight
hours per pay period, to be distrib-
uted through the general fund.
More cuts are expected as the
office continues to reduce the budget.
NATIONAL
Netflix poses threat to
Blockbuster's business
National movie rental chain
Blockbuster is suffering from
increased competition from online
rental sites such as Netflix.
The corporation plans to close up
to 960 stores in the United States by
the end of next year to cut corporate
costs. Other stores may be convert-
ed into outlets, and the company
may mitigate or terminate some
leases. The company indicated that
1,300 to 1,500 stores may ultimately
be affected by the change.
Blockbuster currently operates
over 7,100 stores in the United
States.
INTERNATIONAL
Bhutan prayerflags in
danger offorest cover
The Kingdom of Bhutan fears a
threat to its Gross National
Happiness index. The governing
authorities recently warned citizens
against felling young trees for prayer
flags, which detracts from the
natiqifs pastoral landscape. The
Gross National Happiness index,
stipulated in the nation's constitu-
tion, indicates the nation should have
60 percent forest cover.
Bhutan is primarily Buddhist, and
its citizens construct prayer flag
poles for good luck. Each prayer flag
pole must be constructed out of new
wood. Government authorities are
attempting to grow bamboo as an
alternative in order to maintain the
country's forests.
Bites compiled by
Alexandra DeGrandChamp
While we strive for excellence every
week, we, too, sometimes fall short.
Please send your corrections to
voirfQrvooitrrfdu.
first "Faculty at Large" lecture
the post-Co- ld War era. He alluded to
high-lev- el meetings between regional
organizations that "encouraged regu-
lar coordination with the U.N.," and
stated NATO was a "very active par-
ticipant" in these meetings. Kille also
discussed the implications set forth
from the Joint Declaration between
the U.N. and NATO, signed Sept. 23,
2008. The declaration reaffirmed the
two organizations' "mutual commit-
ment to peace and security."
Kille explored the changing
dynamic in U.N.-NAT- O relations
through a case study of the actions
of U.N. . Secretary-Gener- al Kofi
Annan and NATO Secretary-Genera- l.
Javier Solana during the
1999 NATO military operations in
Kosovo. Kille stated that the U.N.
had passed a resolution that con-
demned the actions in Kosovo, but
did not "authorize military action;
this is significant, he argues, because
NATO under Solana was then obli-
gated to engage in diplomacy with
Annan and other U.N. officials to
gain legitimacy for the actions.
Finally, Kille opened the floor to
questions from audience members.
Questions ranged from clarifications
concerning the future organization
of the U.N. Security Council to glob-
al perceptions of the strength of the
U.N. and NATO.
Both students and faculty warmly
received the lecture. "The lecture
was interesting to listen to," said
Marc Christian '10. Stephanie Ham
'10 agreed, stating that "it was inter-
esting to see the increasing link
between the U.N. and NATO," espe-
cially as Kille showed this relation-
ship has not been studied extensive-
ly in the field of political science.
opens doorfor expressions
committee consisting of himself,
Jessica DuPlaga, the director of Off-Camp- us
Studies, Nicola Kille, the
coordinator of the Ambassador ;
Program and finally Anne Gates,
the associate dean of students for
academic success and retention. The
committee will be responsible for
reviewing and editing all the sub-
missions received from students and
area residents.
The promotion of diversity as
well as the showcasing of written
and artistic talent within this proj-
ect is an ideal goal, but Macauley
also hopes this collection will
"enable consideration of and reflec-
tion on the wonderfully multivari-a- nt
community in which we live by
providing one option for seeing oth-
ers who are both like and unlike our-
selves."
Although the recognition and
promotion of diversity within a
community is important, Macauley
Campus Security Reports
Sept. 9- - 15
Incident Location DateTime,
Theft
Two College arm Bornhuetter Hall 9 10, 2:33 a.m.
chairs in'room
Had wooden cow in room Bornhuetter Hall 9 10, 2:33 a.m.
Bagpipes taken from Scheide Music Center 912, 12:25 p.m
unsecure locker
Fire Alarm
Played soccer and hit Bornhuetter Hall 910, 12:18 a.m.
sprinkler head, setting
off alarm
Someone pulled the Stevenson Hall ' 913, 12:01 a.m. '
pull station
Smoking receptacle on Kenarden Lodge 913, 8:12 p.m. "
fire, put out
Vandalism
Played soccer in hall, Bornhuetter Hall - 9 10, 12:18 a.m.
broke sprinker head ,
East door broken Wagner Hall ' 9 13, 10:38 a.m.
from outside
Someone broke the Babcock Hall 9 14, 1:01 a.m.
light globe on south side
Vehicle Crash
Backed into golf cart Lot 19Freedlander 99, 8:25 p.m.
and left the area
Alcohol
Admitted to drinking PEC exterior 9 12, 12:50 a.m.
underage
Admitted to drinking PEC exterior 9 12, 12:50 a.m.
underage
Assault
Admitted to pushing
,
PEC exterior 9 IS. 12:50 a.m.
girlfriend; admitted to
pushing boyfriend
Disorderly
Student unwilling to PEC exterior . 912. 12:50 a.m.
cooperate with SPS
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Professor Kille addresses the
between the U.N. and NATO
Consortium for Faculty Diversity
Fellow Natasha Behl found the lec-
ture "evocative." , "I am glad that I
had the opportunity ... to learn
about my colleague's current
research project," she said.
The next Faculty at Large lecture
will feature Anne Nurse, Associate
agrees that diversity must "be
accompanied by a collective openness
to difference, willingness to consider
others and a community premium on
reflection through learning about
others, other cultures and other per-
spectives. My experience has been
that Wooster and the College are just
those sorts of communities, both
together and separately."
There is no question that the stu-
dents at Wooster have an ample
amount of knowledge and an array
of diverse experiences to share, and
Macauley feels very strongly that the
members of the community will
bring a wealth of experience and
valuable insight to the project as
well. "We would be very foolish not
to bring these voices together for our
project," he said.
The schedule for this project is
structured in a manner that will
hopefully have the final manuscripts
sent to the printer this coming
offering a course during the second
half of this semester, called
English: Tutorial in Community
Writing and Publishing," which will
count as a half-cred- it course. For stu
Virtual Editionl
Web-exclusi- ve photo gallery!
Share articles on
Facebook and Twitter!
Check out
the Voice's
brand new
Web site
www,
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audience on the relationship
(Photo by Maureen Sill).
Professor of Sociology. Her lecture
will address the "Captive Audience:
The Purpose and Consequences of
Juvenile Incarceration." Nurse's
Faculty at Large lecture will take
place on Tuesday, Oct. 13, at 11:00
a.m. in Lean Lecture Hall in
Wishart.
of diversity
dents interested in the course, it is
best to contact Macauley directly.
Wooster residents have already
an array of posters around town as
well as a press release featured in
The Daily Record and talks of a
radio broadcast are also in the
works.
Although the initial edited collec-
tion has Macauley and the rest of
the committee very optimistic, they
do hope to eventually build on this
collection to make this ongoing proj-
ect digitally available via , the
Internet.
"Diversity is essential to a healthy
community, whether that diversity
be racial, political, socio-econom- ic or
some other kind of diversity. If you
think about it, one of the greatest
opportunities inherent in diversity is
the diverse ways that one might dis-
cuss or participate in it," said
Macauley.
Hopefully "A Community of
Voices" will prove to be a successful
medium for the Wooster campus and
community to come together, voice
their opinions and share their expe-
riences with diversity. "Finally, we
can all take some pride in a publica-
tion that celebrates us," said
Macauley.
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It's the end of the fifth week of classes and everyone has settled into the groove
of the college lifestyle by now. You're spending countless hours in the library, get-
ting very little done. You've probably left your door open to visit with friends down
the hall. You can't even tell who the first-yea- rs are in Lowry anymore because they
finally leave their backpacks at the table instead of toting them around.
You have been lured into a false sense of security. Sure, the only non-colle- ge stu-
dents that would dream of eating in Lowry are prospective students and their par-
ents no real threat there. You need a working C.O.W Card or a friend to
gain access to Lowry, dormitories and even academic buildings after 4 p.m. We are
so comfortable with the safety and friendliness of this campus that sometimes we
.
forget about the big, bad real world just beyond the campus boundaries.
Backpacks have been stolen from the library, riffled through and dumped outside
when no valuables are found. Cell phones disappear from pockets, iPods go missing
from desks, non-camp-us members have walked into a dorm and walked out with a
brand new hi-defini- tion flat screen TV, even a digital camera or two has been
swiped from students' rooms.
We aren't accusing everyone of being thieves, just a friendly little reminder to
play it safely. If you don't have a card swipe door, lock it. Especially if you're going
to be in class all morning and stuck in a three hour lab after lunch. Lock valuables
in your IS carrel when you go to the bathroom or use the printer. Not a senior and
don't have a carrel? No one is going to laugh at you for taking your book bag into
the bathroom with you at the library. Or, if you choose to study with a friend, have
them keep an eye on your valuables for you. An ounce of precaution saves you the
hassle of dealing with campus security, Wooster police, explaining to your profes-
sor why your paper is late and telling your parents you need a new laptop.
So be careful with anything of value fancy electronics aren't the only things
that can go missing. Save yourself a lot of headaches by keeping your laptops,
iPods, cell phones and even nuisical instruments with you, seciire in your, rooms or
locked up in Scheme.
.,,' i , . i . , .
Refocus on the real issues
Politicians often place themselves in
an ivory tower. Even though they are
supposed to represent the common
, people of their nation, they fall short
of making a true connection. It is the
11 1
"' little quirky intri- -
cacies and com-
mon
-
mistakes that
bring the politi-
cians down to our
1. level. But some-
timeshannahdiorio-tot- h they do
things that leave
you thinking, "What the hell?"
Last week Representative Joe Wilson
made a faux pas that left this question
lingering in most people's minds. His
outburst in Congress to President
Obama's speech on healthcare has put
his name in the headlines along with
what the media has coined as his new
catch phrase: "You lie!" This South
Carolinian Republican apologized to
the President immediately after the
event, but now refuses to make a formal
apology to Congress. The Democrats
are not tolerating his stubbornness.
They are demanding that he give an
apology on the House floor this week.
Wilson, however, is still resisting, say-
ing that he does not need to apologize
again.
The political blogs are having a field
day with this controversy. I mean, this
is better than Kanye West stealing the
microphone from Taylor Swift while
she was accepting her award at the
Video Music Awards to give an inap-
propriately timed shout-o- ut to
Beyonce! Everyone loves awkward
ways for people to exercise their right
Madelyn Halstead, A&E Editor
Marten Dolunger, A&E Editor
Tamari Farquharson, Features Editor
Chris Weston, Sports Editor
Matthew Yannie, Sports Editor
Andrew Collins, Senior Photographer
Senior Staff Writer
Ashley Farrar, Chief Copy Editor
Kaitun Krister, Advertising Manager
Emily Davis, Production Assistant
Nathan Comstock, Production Assistant
Anna Mudd, Production Assistant
to free speech.
Although many are arguing that this
is purely an issue of free speech, it is
not. It's not what was said by Wilson
that is so shocking, but the setting in
which he did it. There are many accept-
able forums to present criticism, but he
chose the wrong one. He broke deco-
rum. He's not sitting on the steps of
Bissman yelling at a passerby, he was
sitting in the United States Congress,
listening to a speech from the
President.
And because this was such an unex-
pected bit of news, the focus has com-
pletely shifted from the actual issue of
healthcare to the rift between Wilson
and the House Democrats. No longer
are the front pages about the specific
healthcare reforms, but instead they are
lined with stories about Wilson's latest
comments and columns predicting
what will happen next with the situa-
tion. His 15 minutes of fame are dis-
tracting the country from what actually
needs to be talked about
We need to wrap it up, and realize
how this outburst is actually affecting
the nation. If we are trying to move
forward and make changes in our sys-
tems, then we need to actually do it
instead of focusing on this purposeful
distraction. If someone wants to
protest the current reforms, then they
have every right to and should. But
don't try and turn CNN.com into
PerezHilton.com.
Hannah Diorio-Tot- h is a Viewpoints editor
for the Voice. She can be reached for com-
ment at lIDiorio-Tothlliwoster.e- du.
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Editorial cartoon drawn by Andy
Remember:
If you have ever had sex, thought
about having sex or want to have sex, to
this applies to you. And therefore, each
one of you needs to know about the
risks of sexually transmitted infections
(STIs). There are eight common types
of STI" these
include chlamydia,
genital warts
(HPV), gonorrhea,
hepatitis B, herpes,
HIVAIDS,
syphilis and tri-
chomoniasis.scottsmith It is
important to be aware of the dangers
these can cause to your personal and
sexual health. The easiest way to pro-
tect yourself 'from contracting one of
these STI's is to simply not have sex,
but let's be real about this, that's not
going to happen, so I hope to offer you
.
an alternative to abstinence.
First of all, who should be con
cerned about STI's? The answer is
everyone, I don't care how clean you
think you and your partner are, unless
you are a . member of the Clergy or
part'of. some othef' order that pushes
abstinencej"ydu are at risk. Anyone,
who has had sex should be concerned.
And yes, that includes all types of sex
oral, anal and vaginal sex, especial
ly if it was unprotected sex. If you are
still questioning whether you're at
risk, ask yourself the following ques-
tions: Do you or your sex partner have
symptoms of STI's? Do you have
more than one sex partner? Does your
partner have other sex partners? Are
you planning on having sex with a new
partner? Do you think your behavior
may be putting you at risk? The
answers to these questions will help to
assess whether you should be con-
cerned, and if you are, I urge you to
consider your safety options.
The most obvious way to protect
yourself, besides abstinence, is to not
have sex with an infected partner.
Technology is scary but necessary
Whether or not you have a firm
opinion on the topic, technology is
indisputably taking over our world.
Unless you're Amish it's everywhere
we go. If you're taking a hike don't
yqu at least bring along your cell
phone, if not a GPS and an iPod as
well? Whether or
not you think so,
you too are, proba-
bly contributing
to this in some
way or another.
krisfronzak
And yet, so many
people still fight
ferociously against the inevitable,
saying that we need to return to sim-
pler ways.
As human beings especially
Americanized human beings we
want everything to be faster, easier,
better. So whether we agree witli it or
not we do crave technology. How else
could we make macaroni and cheese in
less than four minutes?
And with the advances come risks.
Cell phones may cause cancer.
Excessive videogaming provokes
seizures (not to mention starving from
forgetting to eat). People break bones
while playing Wii. The government
can track you through cell phone or
internet usage.
Books and movies with the pervasive
theme of "Don't get too attached to
technology" abound. One of the book
of the Pendragon series shows the
main character trying out virtual real-
ity and being tempted to stay in that
A(.t;n4 rlf.
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Kissinger. He can be reached
safe sex is
However this information can be hard
obtain. People don't Twitter about
their STI's, throw up a Facebook sta-
tus about their most recent herpes out-
break or ask the person they take
home from the UG about their sexual
history, so it is important to take the
necessary safety precautions. First off
boys and girls, there is no such thing
as safe sex, but there is safe-- er sex. If
you use a latex, or an alternative for
the latex sensitive, condom each and
every time you have sex you can pro-
tect yourself a great deal. Also, use a
water-base- d lubricant to minimize the
potential for condom breakage because
that is just awkward. Condoms are
readily available on campus and they
are offered free of charge from the
Longbrake Student Wellness Center.
They are also available from your
hall's Resident Assistant so there real-
ly isn't any excuse for not being safe.
If you are one of those kids who say
"I don't use condoms," I have a few
questions about your mental capacity.
Whether you are trying to seem cool,
thin,k .they, are..tooliexpe,nsi.ve or. ruin
sex, none of those potential downfalls,
can compare to the consequences of
not using condoms. Your friends won't
think you are a badass anymore when
you can't pee because it burns, your
bank statement is going to plummet
after, paying for ongoing herpes med-
ication, and I'll be interested to see if
your sex life isn't ruined by the new
addition of genital warts or puss. Use
the condom. It's worth it
Talk to your partner about your
sexual history, concerns and how you
both want to approach safe sexual
health. You may be thinking to your-
self, "That's weird. I don't even know
this person and you want me to ask
them about their history?" Well it may
be an awkward conversation, but it is a
necessary and important one.
Additionally, you might want to recon
reality forever. In "Feed," each person
is outfitted with microchips embedded
in their skull through which they can
communicate, watch personalized TV,
get 'advice' from their conscience, and
so on. The novel concludes witli every-
one finding out that the microchips are
gradually killing them, and that soon
the whole race will be obliterated. And
then there's "Wall-E,- " a surprisingly
insightful Disney movie where humans
have destroyed their planet through
greed and become obese blobs that are
entirely dependent on the robots who
are the true rulers of the race.
And if you're not guilty of this
yourself, I'm sure you at least know of
someone who texts friends who are
just down the hall, or even in the same
room. I personally have used my car's
GPS to go somewhere I know perfect-
ly well how to get to without direc-
tions. And several times I've gotten in
trouble because instead of printing out
'directions online as a backup, I rely
solely on my GPS and it decides to
die for no apparent reason.
We spend hours on Facebook and
YouTube and blogs learning more
about other people and their lives than
our own. And everyone talks about
how gesturing is such a huge factor in
communication. We've all been the vic-
tim of thinking someone was angry at
us (or making someone else angry) just
because of a poorly-word- ed text.
So I guess what it conies down to is
this - is the convenience of technology
worth the loss of real, physical human
Mrt U't sayM
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great sex
sider your sexual exploits if you can-
not openly communicate your sexual
health concerns with your partner. It
may seem that your new potential
mate is clean cut and pure, but you
never know when you have a wolf in
sheep's clothing sitting next to you.
One of the most common reasons peo-
ple spread STI's is because they don't
know they have them!
This is not meant to scare you away
from sex. I am not trying to ruin your
weekend plans. All I'm saying is when
you're looking at that new hottie in the
UG, or that hunky guy you've had
your eye on for a while, just remember
to protect yourself. It will save you
from a lot of bad situations and it
could save your life. Remember, a talk
about sexual history may be awkward
at the moment, but herpes is for life!
If you're concerned about STI's or
just want the peace of mind that
accompanies a negative result from a
screening, you can be screened for
STI's at the Longbrake Student
Wellness Center. There is no fee for
the first STI screening; an additional
screening is &25. To set up an appoint-
ment, contact the Wellness Center at
330-263-- 23 19 or from a campus phone
at X2319. Also, the Wellness Center
will be providing free, painless and fast
HIV testing on a walk-i-n first
comefirst serve basis on Sept 16,
2009, Nov 18, 2009, Jan 20, 2010 and
April 21, 2010.
If you have additional questions
about how to maintain a healthy sexu-
al lifestyle, feel free to contact mem-
bers of Students Helping Students via
facebook or through the Longbrake
Student Wellness Center website.
Source of health information is
credited to ETR.org
Scott Smith is a new contributor to the
Voice. He can be reached for comment at
SSmithlOwooster.edu.
interaction? Psychology tells us we
need regular physical contact to stay
healthy. I believe the idea is that three
hugs a day is ideal for greatest happi-
ness and mental health.
One of the most commonly cited
psychological experiments involves
Rhesus baby monkeys who were taken
away from their mothers and given the
option of either clinging to a soft ter-rycl-oth
monkey that provided no food,
or a monkey constructed of wire that
gave milk. Each jnonkey chose to cling
to the milk-le- ss cloth mother, going
back to the wire mother only when
they were starving and needed to feed.
Clearly, they wanted love more than
one of the most basic needs of exis-
tence; food. At what point will we
decide we are spending too much time
on the computer (which is a much less
basic need than food) and revert back
to physical contact instead? We share
over 99 percent of our genes with pri-
mates who clearly have their priorities
in order, so will we ever get our prior-
ities back in order as well?
I'm going to leave you with this
thought. Yes we can virtually chat with
people online, or on the phone, or by
Skyping, but think about that word
"virtual." The funny thing is that it's
synonymous with the words "almost,"
"practically" and "close to." Is that
enough?
Kris Fronzak is a Viewpoints editor for the
Voice. She can be readied for comment at
HKFronxakgmail.com.
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Babbit shines as student, swimmer, cancer survivor
Hepatic sarcoma and colon cancer is overcome with strength
1
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Above, Eric Babbitt '10, doing butterfly, shows his continued
strength after the peak of his swimming performance will rep-
resenting the College at a home meet (Photo courtesy OPI).
Tamari Farquharson
Features Editor
Growing up a teenager with wor-
ries about how much hair is left on
your head and how much energy you
would have the next day is an experi-
ence most cancer patients have. For
Eric Babbitt '10, this was just the
beginning of the biggest obstacle he
would ever face.
Babbitt, a two-tim- e cancer sur-
vivor, is a prominent member of
Wooster's swimming and diving pro-
gram and one of the most assiduous
students on the campus. A senior
business economics major from
Orange' County, Calif., he was the
chairperson for Campus Council dur-
ing the 2008-200- 9 school year. The
first time Babbitt had cancer, lie was
only a toddler. While celebrating his
second birthday he had gotten sick.
His father felt his stomach area and a
mysterious lump was found. Babbitt
went to the hospital and the doctors
examined hint. He had hepatic sarco-
ma, a type of liver cancer.
elizabethzucco
1 missed most of my summer in
Cleveland, but for a good reason. .
The views here are absolutely
unbelievable. Everywhere you look
there are sheep, rolling hills with
houses speckled in between and
ocean stretching far into the dis-
tance. It is impossible to take a bad
picture here. Since I've been here
I've tried to sort out what I have
learned, what I have seen and who
I have met and it's all so over-
whelming. I have met tons of peoj
pie, from international students to
Kiwis I have seen more than
half of the North Island of New
Zealand, Melbourne and Sydney,
and have made plans to go South,
and what have I learned? Well,
that is the biggest part.
New Zealand is like home,
except it's clearly not home it is
all the way across the world. The
people speak English, and they are
very friendly, offering you more
than just directions, but a genuine
smile and true understanding of
how difficult it must be to be lost
in a foreign world. The shops are
surrounded by charming little
cafes and great coffee everywhere,
night clubs and bars dotting the
The second time Babbitt found out
he had cancer, lie had been feeling
sick prior to being taken to the hos-
pital. Unrelated tests that were ran
on him found colon cancer.
The first cancer was treated in
September 1989 and the second was
treated in March 2002. Surgery and
chemotherapy were the methods of
removal. The initial removal of both
cancers had follow-u- p operations.
Being in and out of the hospital
was very stressful. "The first time it
was like nothing because I don't
remember anything. The second time
was bad because it happened when I
was only 14 years old. I was a teen,"
said Babbitt. "I was swimming at the
time and I didn't understand what I
was doing. I was so unmotivated and
unappreciative."
Being so young and being told you
cannot engage in your favorite activ-
ity will dampen anyone's spirit.
When Babbitt had the second round
of treatments, they first told him
that he wouldn't be able to swim for
two months and that he would be
hospitalized for a week. "I didn't
know what that meant. I woke up
from operation in excruciating pain.
It wasn't anything I had anticipated,"
explained Babbitt.
While being hospitalized for anoth-
er week, he didn't realize how physi-
cally debilitating it would be. The
treatments caused him to lose weight,
on his an already thin frame. He was
also at the peak of his swimming per-
formance. "I saw people that I origi-
nally raced while growing up that
were way better than me. It wasn't
until I got past the frustration and
got in the right mindset, that I knew
I was given
a second
chance,"
said Babbitt.
"It had
changed my
motivation
and per-
spective on
life. I then
realized
that swim-
ming and
life were not
about going
through the motions," he said. While
' at the hospital after the second can-
cer removal, he was put in a room
with another cancer patient to recu-
perate. He thought his chemotherapy
was mild compared to others after he
saw the other patient. "The drugs
wreck the body. People lose their
hair. As unfortunate my experience
was, it was really a fortunate experi-
ence because it was a second chance,"
said Babbitt.
After leaving the hospital, he lost
15 to 20 pounds. He got back in the
pool and started training, but didn't
feel as good as before. A CAT scan
was done six months after the second
initial operation. "The doctors had
found spots in my liver again and it
was a very scary time, so we thought
something had returned in my liver,"
said Babbitt.
In hopes that he did not have cancer
again, a biopsy was done on the spot in
the liver. The results came back
'benign.' To have the most accurate
results, the chosen method was not
needle biopsy, but an operation to cut
the spot open. "The incision got infect-
ed, so I had to have another operation.
It was frustrating but things were get-
ting put
-
- - int0 per.
"It had changed my motiva-
tion and perspective on life.
I then realized that swim-
ming and life were not about
going through the motions."
Eric Babbitt '10
specti ve
said
Babbitt. " I
had to start
over in a
w a y, .
Motivation
causes you
or gives
vou an
opportuni-
ty so that
you could try again. I asked myself,
'What if I did make a swimming
comeback from this?'"
It is one thing to be a good swim-
mer and another thing to be a good
swimmer and experience what
Babbitt has experienced. "I started at
the top, fell to the bottom and made
my way back again," he said.
When bad things happen, especially
ones out of our control, it is hard to
remain positive. Babbitt explains that
he wasn't positive the whole time. "I
had my good days to be back, but I
also got bummed out that I had to
Above, Elizabeth Zucco '11 and her friend enjoy Adventure Weekend, a weekend away from
Wellington, New Zealand sponsored by IFSA-Butl- er (Photo courtesy Elizabeth Zucco).
streets which I still get lost on. The
classes are very different at Victoria
University. We have lecture a few
times a week, and tutorials once a
week. There are one, maybe two
papers due all semester at "Uni," as
the Kiwis call it, but they are worth
25-4- 0 of the final grade. I have
never experienced such a laid-bac- k
learning environment.
My flatmate Liam and I do our
own shopping, watching large
bers appear on our receipts and try-
ing as best as we can to save money.
Cooking is a skill that I've never had,
but I am slowly learning. Kevin and
Natalie are my other flatmates.
Living communally is something I
have adjusted to nicely at my resi-
dence, 6 Landcross Street.
Wellington is a beautiful city situate
ed right on the water. One of the
biggest shocks will surely be living
far away from the ocean again, and
missing the glorious view from out-
side my window, admiring the lights
beaming off the New Zealand build-
ings at night.
There are still aspects of New
Zealand culture that I struggle with,
even after two months. For example,
the Kiwis are big on their abbrevia-
tions and jargon, and it turns me in
circles. Here is an example of a com-
mon text: hy grl r u gng ot L'm;lit,
me nd some mtes r going 2 a qz nite
if u r keen. Phew. Some other
phrases are "how are you going?"
meaning how are you doing, "good
on ya," meaning good job, and "sweet
as" meaning cool or awesome. The
brands are also different. I walk
around looking for my favorite kind
of juice and brand of cookies and it's
a little frustrating when I can find
neither, but that isn't the hardest
adjustment. There is, of course, the
exchange rate which fluctuates from
.5 to .7, the dress (which is very
European), and driving on the left
side of the road! For the first couple
times I was a passenger in a bustaxi
I thought my life was at risk and
closed my eyes at every turn.
I never thought I would come here,
but I ended up surprising myself. 1
came knowing that I was here to
prove things to myself and to people
around. me: that challenges wouldn't
eat me up that I am stronger tlian
start over again. The most frustrating
time was right after the surgery. I was
not ready for physical activity yet. I
was in excruciating pain. The opera-
tion wreaked havoc," said Babbitt. "I
remember looking out the window
and thinking, 'Is this worth it?' I
thought that I wanted to die at the
time. I didn't feel good and I was in
the hospital for a really long time."
Thanks to family and friends,
Babbitt was able to overcome this
unfortunate time. He had family mem-
bers visit every day. "They were very
helpful with the recovery process. My
middle school's principal and chaplain
helped by coming to the hospital to
check on me regularly," he said.
Babbitt was able to share his story
in "Chicken Soup for the Soul:
Extraordinary Teens," published just
last month. It all stemmed from an
Orange County Register article,
Babbitt's local newspaper. They wrote
a swimming article about him and his
cancer survival. Someone had gotten
a hold of that story and forwarded it
to the publisher of the book.
In asking what Babbitt would say to
people who may be experiencing sim-
ilar issues, he answered, "I would say
to them, if you look hard enough and
you put your mind in the right situa-
tion, anything can be made easier. I
can attest to that."
He continued saying, "I would say
not to be worried about any similar
situations that may be hindering you
from your accomplishments. A lot of
athletes who succeed have a natural
talent. It is such a cliche statement,
but if I can do it, then you can do it
too. I had no natural talent, but 1 had
the motivation to succeed. I just had
the drive to push myself. So if I can
; do it, then you can too."
Zucco proves that living with the language clifforGncos in Hew Zealand is crJiilnraling
It is still strange to me that I am
in New Zealand. How 1 got here
and all the stress and emotions
.
. 'i
s
that led up to
my departure
seem a blur to
me now. But it
is still hard to
digest that I
have been here
for two
months.
I realize. The first was to prove
that I could live alone, and by ;
doing so, come into my own per-
son. Living alone is not easy, know-
ing that you have the power to
choose what to do with each day.
I'm sure the confidence of being on
my own will come with time.
My other goal was to try things
I never thought I would do. This
has been somewhat accomplished.
About a month ago I bungce
jumped with my friend May Tobar
'. It was exhilarating and
fun and
now all I want to do is do it again
in Queonstown in late October!
Last' week I climbed to the summit
of the Sydney Harbor Bridge just a
few days after petting a kangaroo
that ate food right out of my hand.
I also have five seconds of standing
up on a surf board at Manly Beach
to revel in. I can also say that now
I have successfully played rugby
and almost understand the game!
This coming week I am traveling
to the Marlborough Sounds to
kayuk and then to Rotorua in two
weeks to skydive (hopefully). I have
truly been blessed with these
opportunities and am so grateful I
have experienced them.
I miss everyone from home
my family, friends, Delta Thcta Psi
sisters, swimmers, the list goes on.
I cannot wait to return home and
share my abroad experiences "with
everyone, but until then, cheers
from New Zealand and best wishes
for a great semester.
Elizabeth Zucco '11, an English
rnttjor, can be rcatheJ for comment at
EZltttOl Ikl t( i)0.l,7.C(u
Economy is to blame for the decrease in international enrollment
Jonah Comstock
Editor in Chief
At a time when a still relatively
new president is stressing the impor-
tance of global engagement in the
liberal arts, and Wooster's various
international programs have just
been reorganized under the Center
for Diversity and Global
Engagement, the size of the
International class of 2013 seems a
bit incongruous. As compared to 25
to 50 students in previous years, this
year only nine first-ye- ar international
students have joined the Wooster
community.
Why the drop in enrollment?
Director of International Admissions
Brian Atkins is not in the best place
to say. He's new to the job, replacing
Sean Menton who had been in the
position for the last two years. Atkins
conies to Wooster directly from 19
years abroad, most recently as direc-
tor of an American international
school in the Netherlands.
"Certainly the economy is a factor,"
said Atkins, "and I can say that from a
few years of working at an interna-
tional high school."
Tlife decline of the world economy
is hard on families that want to send
their students to the United States
for. an education. Just as in the case
of local families, economic pressures
will cause many prospective students
to weigh tuition more heavily in their
selection of a school an equation
that won't make Wooster come out
on top.
International enrollment was just
starting to recover from a similar
drop encountered after the Sept. 1 1,
2001, terrorist attacks. In that case it
was the difficulty of acquiring visas
that caused the decrease.
Though he can't speak directly to
what spurred the drop in internation-
al enrollment, Atkins has a plan to
get the numbers back up; to make
sure the College continues to facili-
tate the international community stu-
dents, faculty and administrators
value so highly.
"Everybody's looking at me to do
this," said Atkins. "One person can't
do this."
,
Atkins is going to the International
Students' Association for help, in the
hopes that current international stu-
dents will be able to connect to glob-
al prospective students in a more
meaningful way than Admissions
personnel can. For instance, Atkins
and Admissions Intern Anoop Parik
'09 are organizing brainstorming ses-
sions with the ISA, in order to cater
recruitment to particular cultures.
"Students from Malawi, for exam-
ple, we need to approach them differ-
ently than students from Korea or
Argentina," said Atkins. "I think that
in this economy we need to make
things- - even more personal for stu- -,
dents."
He stressed that making full use of
new technology is going to be one of
the keys to this personal approach.
"Your generation are the digital
natives. My generation are the digital
immigrants," said Atkins. "So I've
challenged international students
on campus to make a YouTube
video, to capture the essence of
Wooster for international students."
Atkins has high hopes that through
reaching out in personal ways to the
prospective international students of
the world, Wooster can bring up its
numbers in future years.
"I think we had some missed oppor-
tunities last year," said Atkins.
"Those opportunities center around
... making a personal connection."
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Whad'Ya Know? airs from McGaw Chapel
NPR delves into Wooster community and college
Anna Mudd
Voice Staff
Radio host Michael Feldman,
announcer Jim Packard and the
Whad'Ya Know? jazz trio joined
Wooster students and the greater
community Saturday in McGaw
Chapel for a broadcast of the live
radio quiz show, "Whad'Ya Know?"
During the two-ho- ur event, audience
members were treated to little-know- n
nuggets of Northeast Ohio
trivia who knew that newborn
boys in Massillon are given footballs
through interviews and quizzes
with locals, audience members and
call-i- n contestants.
"Whad'Ya Know?" is a live radio
quiz show that is broadcast on NPR
stations. The show has been broad-
casting for 24 years and is based out
of Madison, Wis., but it travels to
other cities and towns around the
nation. It's exciting that this show
came to The College of Wooster for
the same reasons as if U2 or Justin
Timberlake showed up in Canton.
Big names, even in radio, don't usual-
ly come to small towns. Community
members and college students alike
took advantage of this opportunity
and nearly filled the chapel.
Inside McGaw, the stage was
adorned with kitschy props, many of
which had something to do with local
sights and culture, like a giant black
squirrel and Wooster jerseys. The
number of advertisements posted
around the area seemed a little out of
place, but when listening at home it
doesn't always register that there are
people actually seeing what is hap-
pening. The rest of the scene
appeared more or less as what was
expected: a table for interviews,
Comedy ofErrors is now
Colleen O'Neil
Voice Staff
Shakespeare.. The name can send
shivers up any student's spine. You
can never understand the language,
the stories are always depressing,
and you have to read hundreds of
pages of it every night. The thought
brings up visions of old black and
white movies, thousands of lines of
text and crowded, dusty opera the-
aters. The Bard does not always
relate well to college students, or
anyone living in the 21st centuy, for
that matter.
Visiting Assistant Professor of
Theatre and Dance Season Ellison
has a different idea. This fall, she is
directing Shakespeare's "A Comedy
of Errors." Ellison aims to bring
new life to the old script. Her com-
pelling, humorous concept is far
from boring.
One of Shakespeare's shortest dra-
mas, "A Comedy of Errors" is a
clever little play full of mistaken
identities, wordplay and physical
comedy. It follows the stories of two
pairs of long lost twins. One pair,
Antipholus and Dromio of Syracuse,
accidentally arrives in Ephesus,
where their identical brothers, also
named Antipholus and Dromio,
reside. The Syracusans meet the fam-
ily of their twins, arid they are mis--
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The set of "Whad'Ya Know?" is
announcer off to the side, and piano,
bass, and drums in the back.
Other than new sights and sur-
roundings, the show went on how it
always does. Michael Feldman start-
ed off witli a Wooster version of All
the News That Isn't, in. which
Feldman reads fake headlines related
to local events and places. It's like
The Onion news, but for radio. The
show moved on to an interview with
Paul Locher from the Daily Record
where listeners learned that on the
list of the Top 10 Revolutionary War
Heroes, the town's namesake, Mr.
Wooster, was Number 1 1. Following
that was a little Q and A and clever
banter with audience members, the
Whad'Ya Know? quiz and BeverJ
Beaver Street jokes galore.
An actual Whad'Ya Know? quiz
goes like this: Feldman selects a
member of the audience to come
The cast prepares for comedy.
taken for their brothers. Wild
mishaps ensue as the characters fum-
ble through the "enchanted" city.
This is hardly dry, dead literature.
Ellison's interpretation of "A
Comedy of Errors" is also far from
boring. During the summer, she met
with the design team tp create a
dynamic and engaging concept.
They eventually decided to perform
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fairly ornate for something few
onstage, and then asks a question for
a call-i- n listener to answer. If the
caller answers correctly, then he
stays on the line and works with the
on-sta- ge participant to answer a
series of local-them- ed and often
ridiculous questions. In fact, you
probably didn't know that the first
Wooster football team was called the
Presbyterian Steamroller, or that the
average commuting time in Wooster
is 11.3 minutes. One question even
asked whether it is better to have
200 meals and 450 Flex Dollars, or
240 meals and 300 Flex Dollars.
Meal plan A was clearly the right
answer.
.
A few of the Scot Pipers marched
in after a jazz-fill- ed intermission,
and the second hour was off to a
noisy start. Jay Lehman of Lehman's
Hardware in Kidron, Ohio came by
for an interview and brought with
underway in Freelander
(Photo by Maureen Sill.)
the play in the Italian style of corn-med- ia
dell'arte. This style is a form
of improvisational theater from
16th century Italy. The players, usu-
ally in a travelling troupe, often per-
formed without props and acted
with exaggerated movements and
emotions. Ellison plans to incorpo-
rate this style into her production.
She plans on using simple sets and
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him a few household items from the
good ol' days, which apparently are
still available at his store. If you need
to peel an apple in five seconds flat,
head over to Kidron and get yourself
a Reading 78 Apple Peeler, which
was expertly demonstrated during
the interview. Again, Feldman went
down among the pews of McGaw to
talk to the natives, another successful
audience member and call-i- n listener
quiz took place, and the show round-
ed off with local cheese and wine
samplings from Heini's Cheese and
Troutman Wine.
The end of the program came with
the jazz trio playing another tune,
and Michael Feldman and the
Whad'Ya Know? crew claimed that
they had seen every inch of-- Ohio
before coming to Wooster. It was
decided, mostly by the audience, that
they saved the best for last.
directing the actors to let the audi-
ence know that they are acting.
This concept of ;-elf-aware- ness
pokes fun at the mystery of the the-
ater and gives the play an extra
comedic dimension.
The cast of "A Comedy of
Errors" is made up of 18 students.
There are many first-yea- rs and a
few upperclassmen in the cast.
Many of these students, however,
.
are not theater majors. When asked
how the cast responded to the diff-
icult Shakespearean language!
Ellison's outlook was bright. As
with any dramatic production, the
cast studied their lines for a week.
They removed the punctuation
from the script and worked until
they could say their lines naturally.
Although the language is at first
difficult to understand, the actors
met the challenge bravely. They are
currently in rehearsal to perfect
their performance.
"A Comedy of Errors" promises
to be intriguing, exciting and hilar-
ious. The play will be performed in
Freedlander Theatre on Thursday,
Oct. 22 and Saturday, Oct. 24 at
8:15 p.m. If you choose to watch the
play instead of that week's episode
of Gossip Girl, you will surely not
be disappointed. It could even give
you a new appreciation for
Shakespeare's work.
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Well, by this point, as is evident on
twitter and Facebook pages across
the themm uum ii -"- iw.. i. globe,
., .'
I II entire world
seems to
know that
Kanye West hit
a new all-ti- me
i low at this past
Sunday's MTV
halliemoreland video Music
Awards when he set out to make a
19-year-- old girl cry.
Kanye was attempting to make a
perfectly legitimate point when he
stole the mic away from Taylor Swift
and said that Beyonce's "Single
Ladies" video was "one of the best
videos of all time."
Which is why, just a few awards
later at the end of the show, Beyonce
was awarded with the Moon Man
for... Best Video of the Year, instead
of the smaller title that Taylor won
for Best Female Video.
Good job, Kanye. If you had just
waited until the end of the show,
instead of confronting a teenage girl
onstage, your opinion would have
been completely justified and you
wouldn't have gotten kicked out of
theVMAs.
"Yo Kanye, Ima let you finish ...
watching the rest of the show at home
on your couch."
Kanye's online apology to Taylor
Swift also seemed sincere, when he
wrote on his blog, "I like the lyrics
about being a cheerleader and she's in
the bleachers!" It's good to know
which lyrics you find to be the most
applicable to your life, Mr. West.
Before all the drama unfolded, in yet
another struggle to remain relevant
to young audiences, Madonna kicked
off the show with a Michael Jackson
tribute.
During her speech, audiences
learned of the alarming similarities
between Madonna and MJ, like they
were both born in August of 1958,
they both grew up in the Midwest,
they both had big families and they
both peaked in the 80s.
The rest of the tribute featured fun
old music video clips, Janet Jackson,
and various sequined dance troops.
Considering that Michael Jackson has
long been viewed as the best dancer of
his generation, those dance troops
didn't seem to have too much trouble
keeping up with his moves... I'm just
saying.
After an intro by Katy Perry, VMA
host Russell Brand took the stage
dressed as a flashier version of the
Artful Dodger and delivered a rather
forgettable monologue, this year
steering clear of jokes aimed at the
sexual practices of the Jonas
Brothers.
Then, it was time to present the
awards, all of which were overshad-
owed by the aforementioned Kanye
West debacle ... but then again, we all
know the awards are not actually the
most important part of the VMAs.
The one person who did seem able
to draw our attention away from Mr.
West was Lady Gaga. She gave yet
another understated performance,
which featured a fake death, lots of
blood and what appeared to be a sacri-
ficial hanging.
She also wore outfits that many fans
would consider to be rather demure,
almost downright boring, considering
the venue. Her first outfit appeared to
be left over from a stage production of
The Phantom of the Opera" and her
second, which she wore to accept her
award for Best New Artist was remi
niscent of a lit firecracker.
And not to outdo any of her multi
ple personalities, Gaga caped off the
night by donning some sort of hay
wreath that delicately framed her face.
It should also be noted that Pink's
musical performance was quite
impressive, and not only because that
heart shaped applique remained firm
ly planted on her chest, but also
because of her crazy trapeze work.
Perhaps she learned this skill dur-
ing a trust exercise in couples coun-
seling? The only thing that could have
made the performance slightly more
impressive would be if her no longer
estranged motocross husband Carey
Hart was her partner on the trapeze,
instead of that incredibly muscular
professional.
So what have we learned at this
year's Video Music Awards? It now
seems apparent after watching that
Lady Gaga is crazy, Kanye West is a
jerk, the new Twilight trailer has been
released (finally!), and if Taylor Swift
hadn't already been accepted into the
mainstream pop culture community,
she definitely has been now.
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Student Spotlight: Musician Jane Seigel makes Wooster debut
Brandelle Knights
Voice Staff
I met Jane Seigel while working on
the Student Orientation Committee.
Faces and names were rushing
through my head like movies playing
on fast forward. Over 500 new people
arrived on campus in less than 72
hours, and I was remembering a few
faces (the funny guy, the girl with the
cute shoes...) but they were all name-
less. It was Saturday and I'd just sat
down to watch Woo Idol. I was imme-
diately drawn into the show. Pianists
painted pictures for an audience ren-
dered speechless, and we were thor-
oughly entertained by fresh and
unique renditions of old classics by
the likes of The Temptations and
Leonard Cohen. By the time Jane
stepped on stage, Id learned to expect
to be pleased. What I did not expect
was to be blown away!
I rushed backstage after her per-
formance to meet her (one of the
perks of those awful yellow orienta-
tion T-shi- rts was: that I could get in
anywhere.) We met briefly and I've
seen her perform once more since
then. I was delighted to see that my
initial impression of her talent was
not a result of good luck or chance
she was as phenomenal at Party on
the Green as she was at Woo Idol.
This was a student, I said to myself,
worthy of a student spotlight.
Jane Seigel is an 18-year-- old first-ye- ar
from Westport, Conn. She found
out about our lovely institution from a
knowledgeable counselor who
thought the school had just the right
amount of academic fervor, without
too much competition. She refers to
her previous schooling as "incom-
plete." "I wish I had been exposed to
Things to get jazzy in
Gillian Daniels
Voice Staff
The Wooster Arts Jazz Festival
will be taking place downtown this
Sunday. For six years, the event has
featured art, activities for children,
gourmet food and live bands from the
Ohio area.
The Jazz Fest is presented by the
Main Street Wooster Foundation,
Inc, Wooster City School, and the
Rotary Club of Wooster in order to
attract locals and visitors to the
downtown area. Celebrated annually,
the festival is put together by volun-
teers and funded by donations. The
event represents local effort by
almost the entire community.
Box office off-seas-on titles
Nathan Comstock
Voice Staff
If you want a high-bro- w post-apocalyp- tic
action film with snappy
dialogue and a brilliant twist ending,
then Shane Acker's "9" will probably
come as something of a disappoint-
ment. "9" lacks too many important
elements to be a truly exceptional
film. But those areas in which it does
excel make it well worth the price of
a ticket.
Rendered entirely in CGI, the film '
looks amazing. The world created by
the visuals and the early, silent
moments of the film is truly night-
marish, with a bombed-o- ut aban-
doned city reminiscent of England
after the blitz, populated by creatures
which look kind of like the sentinels
from "The Matrix," only way scarier.
The whole film has a 1940s aesthetic
which is really interesting and
evokes the worst fears of the world
during that time. Into this hellish
landscape come our heroes, delight-
fully simple-looki- ng rag doll crea-
tures capable of expressing a
remarkable range of emotions
through their faces and bodies. All in
all, it looks like the beginning of a
truly epic film.
Then the rag
dolls start talk-
ing. To put it
bluntly, this film
would have been
far better if that
hadn't happened.
Don't get me
wrong, the voice acting wasn't bad. '
But every line fell into one of two
categories: things anyone over the
age of six would have been able to
figure out without them being said,
and trite-soundi- ng cliches. Had the
movie been shown with no dialogue,
with only sound effects and music,
p &
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First-ye- ar Jane Siegel relaxes with
different people," she said. "It's harder
to learn new things when you're sur-
rounded by people just like you." The
homogenous atmosphere did not hin-
der
is
Seigel from valuing open-minded-ne- ss.
"I really want to broaden my
horizons here on campus and lead a
more eclectic life in terms of people." a
I believe she's come to the right place.
Jane comes from , a family well
acquainted with the arts. "My mom is
an artist," she mentions casually.
"She's a big watercolor and acrylic on
canvas fan. I mean, she does a lot but
those two are her favorites." Her
The traditional New Orleans-styl- e
parade will begin at 1:45 p.m. at the
Gazebo. Leading the parade will be
the River City Jazz Band. Hailing
from Cleveland, the band is lead by
Bill Parthe. The band normally per-
forms in Ohio venues such as the
Catawba Island Club, Sea World and
the Avenue at Cleveland's Tower
City. The groups repertoire includes
the music of Louis Armstrong, Jelly
Roll Morton and King Oliver.
Live performances will also include
the Fat Tuesday Big Band. Also from
Cleveland, the Northeast Ohio big
band is lead by acclaimed jazz musi-
cian Ernie Krivda, who recently
released a solo album in 2008,
"November Man," through CIMP
Illustration by Hallie Moreland
the story would have been just as
clear, and the film would probably
have been widely praised for its effec
tive minimalist sto-
rytelling.
Of course it might
have been harder to
sell tickets without
Elijah Wood and
Jennifer Connelly's
names on the poster.
But somehow I doubt that was the
film's main selling point. What
hooked me right from the trailer
were the visuals.
The plot is simplistic, but it's also
sweet, and manages to have some emo- -.
tional pull in spite of the clunky dia-
logue, in part due to how expressively
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her guitar. (Photo by Linda
father also appreciates music,
although it is "not his forte," she says
with a chuckle. Even her older sister
artsy she's involved in theater.
"My sister and I were very fortu-
nate togrow up in an encouraging
environment. We were always shown
healthy way to express." She'd
always felt that the guitar would be
her instrument but didn't start play-
ing until 12 or 13 when she reached
the seventli grade. Even then she did-
n't write much. "Life hadn't really....
You can't really write about the awk-
wardness that is youth without being,
Downtown
Records. The Fat Tuesday Band is
modeled nostalgically after 1940's
swing music. In its over 13 year his-
tory, however, it has proved itself
more than experienced in entertain-
ing modern audiences with its ener-
getic performances.
The Canton Cabaret Jazz Combo is
a quintet especially chosen from the
Canton Cabaret Orchestra. Part of
the professional pit orchestra in resi-
dence of the Canton Cabaret Dinner
Theater, the group of musicians has
worked together within the Akron-Cant- on
area for many years. The
musicians playing 'will be John
Chambers on bass, Larry Pindel on
piano, Bob Hill on trumpet and
David Kolinski-Schul- tz leading on
satisfy visually, but not
the rag doll characters are animated.
It's fairly predictable, and the only
moments of genuine surprise I had
watching this film were caused by plot
points that didn't make a great deal of
sense the motivation of the main
characters was questionable, and I kept
expecting insights that never came.
Despite how this review sounds, I
actually did like "9." It was fun, excit-
ing, creepy at times, and it never real-
ly felt like it dragged. If I was disap-
pointed by it, I think it was because I
saw in it so much potential for being
more than just entertaining. But it
was entertaining, and if turning off
the higher part of your brain for a bit
is what you're in the mood for, I highly
recommend it. ,
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Kuster)
like, corny." Two years later she
picked up a pen and began to write
lyrics to accompany her music. We'll
never hear those songs, though.
"They're all under the rug," she says
laughing.
Her family has always been extreme-
ly supportive of her endeavors with
music. "It's a little too much support
sometimes. They get a little overzeal-ou- s
. . . There have been a few too many
video cameras, but better too many
than none at all." Her major influences
in the music world consist of Carole
King, Joni Mitchell, Laura Veirs and
Wooster this weekend
saxophone.
.
If attending musical performances,
it is advised that guests bring folding
chairs.
Each year, crafts and visual art are
juried and put on sale. Two thou-
sand dollars in award money is
offered to artists. Last year's win-
ners include Katie Balas, a Wooster
local for Best in Show, working in the
medium of acrylic, and Lahoma
Clearwater from Akron for Best
Booth.
Hungry students eager to sample
local ;uisine will also be pleased to
know that food will be provided by
the well-kno- wn Broken Rocks Cafe,
Buehler's Catering-- , South Market
Bistro, the Wooster Inn Pub, Sue--
Molly Dickerson
Voice Staff
On Friday the 1 1th, I settled into an
otherwise empty theater with a friend,
prepared for the noon premiere of
"Sorority Row" the film one
Internet Movie Database user defines
in a message board subject as, "The
Second Worst Thing To Happen on
Septemler 11." While no self-respecti- ng
spectator will hail the movie as any
sort of cinematic masterpiece, those
who can stomach its brand of crude,
stereotypical, politically incorrect
humor will embrace it for its simple
campiness:
The horror begins with the opening
credits, a whirlwind scene of a sorori-
ty house party heavy on grinding,
binge drinking and semi-nu- de hazing
rituals. The opening shot tracks
through the party and eventually
introduces the sisters of Theta Pi,
women with such a
profound sense of
solidarity that they
are moved to say
pathetic but plot- -
accelerating lines
like "you cheat on
one Theta, you
cheat on every Theta." The main char-
acters in the senior clique immediately
begin to toast to the characteristics
that make each sister special there's
a reckless alcoholic (Margo Harshman
as Chugs), a token Asian whose pres-
ence makes her friends feel "multicul-
tural without having to do anything"
(Jamie Cluing as Claire), a "spell-chec- k
with a nice rack" nerd (Rumer Willis
as Ellie), a queen B (Leah Pipes as
Jessica) and a bland one (Briana Evigan
as Cassidy), who bears the closest
resemblance to a protagonist.
After learning that fellow Theta Pi
Megan (Audrina Patridge) has a no-go- od
cheating boyfriend, the women
SECTION EDITORS:
MARTEN DOLLINGER
MADELYN HALSTEAD
Kines of Convenience. They're .kind
of acoustic soul--y, which is kind of like
my own style, only I've got a sort of
sub-ja- zz influence." The writing
process for her is facilitated by her day
to day sentiments.
"Usually it will happen that I'm feel-
ing emotional, about something, good
or bad or neutral, and then I just play
until I like it. Until I feel like its evok-
ing what I want it to." She prefers to
have the music and a melody before
writing lyrics. "Every song has its
own cadence and I feel like you can't
put lyrics to something until you feel
what the music says. If you do then
it turns into trying to cram. It
becomes contrived. It's not necessarily
meant to fit together. I've "done it
before, but it's just not as natural."
Jane also writes poetry and short
stories and has been drawing since
before she can remember. She played
basketball in high school, but says
she'll stick to intramurals for now.
"I'm so played out with the intensity
I'm just not in the mindset or the
physical place to be there." She's
interested in radio work and is a
member of Sisters in Spirit and an
intramural soccer team. She's think-
ing of majoring in Psychology
andor English and loves everything
about The College of Wooster so far.
"I love it I don't think I could' ve
found anything better."
After she graduates she wants to
take a break from the academic work
frenzy. "I. want to do something
skillful, some handiwork. Like on a
farm, or a vineyard. Then I'll work
my way back to a more conventional
world. I'll be a therapist. And a
school teacher." She tilts her head a
moment and shrugs. "Or a rock star
not sure."
Min's ' Chinese Gourmet, and
Omahoma Bob's BBQ.
Sunday's event also includes the
Kids Corner, an arts and crafts site
se,t up for children. Among other
activities, young festival-goe- rs will
have .the. .chance to tie-d- ye vclojhps,
use sidewalk chalk,' make rain sticks-an- d
have their faces painted by vol-
unteers from the Wooster City
Schools Art Club and the Wooster
Rotary Club. Caricatures from artist
Scott Hall of Scott Hall Arts will
also be available.
The event is scheduled for
September 20, running from 1 1 a.m.
to 5 p.m. at the intersection of
Liberty and Market ' Street'
Admission is free.
intellectually
attempt to teach him a lesson by
encouraging him to slip Megan a date-ra- pe
drug, providing Megan with an
opportunity to fake- - her death. In a
bizarre expression of grief, the
boyfriend believing that he has
roofied his girlfriend to death actu-
ally kills Megan by stabbing her
through the chest. Concerned about
losing their futures and, more impor-
tantly, their boyfriends, the women
agree to cover up Megan's death and
finish senior year. Until, eight months
later, their secret falls into the wrong
hands and a serial killer in a gradua-
tion robe begins slashing the sisters in
ways that are not even very suspense-f-ul
or creative', compared to countless
other cheap horror films.
,
'
.
Boasting an impressive cast of real-
ity show ex-particip- ants (Audrina
Patridge, The Hills," Jamie Chung,
The Real World: San Diego") and
children of famous people (Rumer
Willis, daughter of
Bruce Willis and
Demi Moore;
Robert Belushi,
son of Jimt
Belushi), the
actors are as inex-
perienced with
' their performance skills as the screen-
writers were at fleshing out an engag-
ing, original plot. The real star of the
cast is Carrie Fisher ("Star Wars") as
gruff sorority house mother Mrs.
Crenshaw, who, with her drinking-alon- e
habits and, rifle-slingi- ng, is far
from her days as Princess Leia.
Packed with a healthy dose of soft-
core nudity (a gratuitous shower scene
cuts to the chase), even more soft-co- re
gore, bros, breast, augmentation and
slut jokes, Sorority Row is a winner.
Had I not known any better, I would
have thought it was cutting room floor
footage from Quentin Tarantino's
younger, less polished years.
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Field hockey
Mike Haggerty
voice statt
This week the Wooster field hock-
ey team remained undefeated with a
7-- 0 victory over Oberlin College on
Thursday and a 7- -2 victory over
Earlham College on Saturday.
Amanda Artman '10 led the
Fighting Scots on Thursday as she
recorded the seventh hat trick of
her college career. The Scots'
offense blew away the Oberlin
defense as they outshot the
Yeowomen 31-- 2. The Scots took a
staggering 5-- 0 lead in the first half
with three goals from Artman, and
two from Eileen Barrer '11. The
Scots completed the blowout with
two more goals in the second half,
one from Maddie Hart '12 and the
other by Laura German '13. Just as
impressive as the Scots' killer
offense, was their stellar defense
which held Oberlin to only two
shots throughout the entirety of the
match, eventually leading to a clean
shut-o- ut of the 0-- 3 Yeowomen.
The Scots continued their unde-
feated streak on Saturday afternoon
in an impressive victory over
Earlham College. Despite being
down 2-- 1 early in the game the
Scots staged a stunning comeback in
the final minutes of the first half to
go up 4-- 2. Kate Valora ' 1 1 was a sur-
prising offensive force for the Scots, '
despite being primarily a defensive
player. She scored two goals in the
first half to help establish the 4-- 2
lead going into halftime..
In the second half the Scots
scored three more times with goals
from Artman, Barrer and German to
cement a 7-- 2 victory over Earlham
College.
Madalyn Myers '12 gave another
spectacular performance in goal
with 1 1 saves to keep the Quakers to
only two goals. This was her second
game of the season with double
digit saves in goal.
The wins over Oberlin and
Don't have a clue who's going to
win the big game? Every week, sports
nuts Matthew Yannie, Andrew Vogel,
Chris Weston and Jason Wcingardt
will pick the week's biggest football
games, both college and pro. Some
will be on the mark, others probably
not so much. We'll track their
progress every week with season
standings. Think they've picked the
wrong teams? Feel free to let them
know what you think about all sports
at voicesportswooster.edu.
Standings
Jason: 30--9
Chris: 86-1- S
Andrew: 85-1- 4
Matthew: , 84-1- 5
M Matthew, A Andrew,
C Chris, J Jason,
All Everyone
NCAA Games
Thursday, Sept. 17
(A) 1 4 GT at ao Miami (M,GJ)
Friday, Sept. 18'
(All) U 10 Boise St at Fresno State
Saturday, Sept. 18
(All) 8 Cal at Minnesota
E. Michigan ut tt2$ Michigan (All)
(M,C) RC at Clemson (AJ)
(CJ) Nebraska at 13 VT (A.M)
(J) is Utah at Oregon (M.A.C)
Michigan State at KD (All)
'(M.CJ)NavyatPitt(A)
(C) Tcnn at I Florida (M,A J)
(A.C.J) U'23 Georgia at Ai Kansas (M)
Texas Tech at tfi Texas (All)
NFL Games
Sunday, Sept. BO
Carolina at Atlanta (All)
(AH) Minnesota ut Detroit
Cincinnati at Green Bay (All)
(C) Houston at Tcnn (M,AJ)
(M) Oakland ut Kansas City (A,C,J)
(All) New England at NYJ
( All) New Orleans at Philadelphia
St. Louis at Washington (All)
(.,(.')Aii.nnaat.!ai k-on- villc (M.J)
(All) I'itl .Iiurgh at Chic a; ,o
(M,C) Tampa Pay at Pnllalo (A.J)
(--
') Siattle at San Fran (A,C,J)
(;- -' 'iD' j' ! A.C)
v
- V .(My)
s ;,.!)?. i (V.c)
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still undefeated after dominant wins
Earlham mark an awesome 5-- 0 start
to Fighting Scots 2009 season as
they look to defend their NCAC
title.
The Scots continued the winning
streak in the team's first home
action of the season against Ohio
Wesleyan University this past-Wednesda- y.
After early goals from Artman
and Valora in the first half of play
the Scots entered halftime tied at 2-- 2
with the Battling Bishops.
In the second half the Scots
pulled away and secured a 4-- 2 victo-
ry improving their record this sea-
son to 6-- 0 with an impressive 4-- 0
record in the NCAC.
The loss was the Bishops' first to
an NCAC opponent who had already
beaten Earlham College and
Denison University.
German scored both of the Scots'
second half goals that resulted in
the impressive win at home.
Myers contributed to the win
playing the entire game in the goal
and holding the Bishops to their
season average of two goals a game.
Their next action is tomorrow,
Sept. 19 against rival Wittenberg
University in John P. Papp Stadium.
The game is scheduled for a noon
start. This is the first game for the
field hockey team on the new
Sprinturf that was installed in the
stadium over the summer.
Last season, the sole NCAC loss
for the Scots came at the sticks of
Wittenberg. The Tigers defeated
the Scots 4-- 2 in Springfield.
It is important to note that the
loss took place on Sprinturf, and
Wooster defeated Wittenberg by
scores of 5-- 2 and 3-- 2 in two games
on the grassy plains of the Cindy
Barr field.
Wittenberg returns 14 letterwin-ner- s
this season, including 10 of
last season's 1 1 starters. Last sea-
son, this squad finished with an 1 1- -8
record overall, and a 7-- 5 NCAC
campaign.
Women's soccer continue road winning streak
Sam VanFleet
Voice Staff
With two more wins tacked on in
just three days, the Wooster
women's soccer team is setting a
blistering pace for the season. With
a record of five wins no losses and
one draw, the Fighting Scots are cer-
tainly not wasting any time estab-
lishing themselves as a major com-
petitor in the North Coast Athletic
Conference. They were ranked No. 7
in Division III just this week for
their outstanding form. Over the
weekend the Scots found the net
three times to secure a win over
Bethany, and kept the ball rolling
with a 2-- 1 win over Mt. Union on
Tuesday.
Much was said at the beginning of
the season about the youth of the
Cross country places in the top three to
Rob Melick
Voice Staff
Wooster's men's and women's
cross country teams started the year
off with a bang at the Ric Sayre
Invitational in North Canton, Ohio
this past Saturday. The women took
second place overall with the men's
team taking third. This was the
first scored meet of the season for
both teams and this early success
shows great promise for the rest of
the year.
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Amanda Artman '10 contests for possession during Wednesday's 4-- 2 victory over Ohio
Wesleyan University. The Scots improved to 6-- 0 overall (Photo by Sateesh Venkatesh).
squad and how the lack of collegiate
experience may pose a threat to the
squad's success throughout' the
term. The first-yea- rs have shown
that they are more than able to tope
with the pressure. The beginning of
the stages of the season has seen a
multitude of goals And steadfast
keeping from many of the younger
ladies on the squad.
A prime example of this is Paige
Piper '13, who opened the scoring
against Bethany on Saturday. She
stayed composed in an early set piece
to head home a corner from captain
Chantal Koechli '10 whose outstand-
ing performance this season is leav-
ing fans eager for. more. Koechli
continued her seemingly
omnipresent role this season assist-
ing another first-ye- ar Erin Davison
'13 who got on the score sheet just
Sarah Appleton '12 led the ladies
with a time of 19:30, earning a sixth
place out of a field of 86 female par-
ticipants. Finishing only 14 seconds
behind Appleton. was Colleen O'Neil
'13 who took ninth place and
crossed the finish line with a time of
19:44. Not far behind followed fel-
low Scot Lucy Moser '13 at the
20:08 mark giving her the 13th
place finish overall.
All five of Wooster's women that
scored placed in the top 20 as Jessica
Yarmosky '11 (20:21) and Meredith
two minutes before the interval.
The Scots were not content to stop
at two points and Mary Iliney '12
got involved finding the net late in
the second half oft' of an assist from
Davison.
The Scots held on to complete the
game with a score line of 3-- 1 thanks
to an inspiring performance from
first-ye- ar keeper Michcle Ring '13,
who had four saves. '
The Scots kept their momentum
going on Tuesday as they edged past
Mt Union to advance their unbeaten
streak to six games. Riney wasted
no time getting on the scoreslieet,
snaking past defenders and beating
the keeper for an unassisted goal
scoring her second goal in as many
games. The Fighting Scots domi-
nated the game offensively with
eight shots to Mt. Union's two.
Shaul '12 (20:28) took 18th and 19th
places respectively. John Carroll
University, with three of the top
five runners, was the only school
that managed to outscore Wooster
in the meet, earning the first place
finish. '
The Workman twins, Terry '10
and Rick '10, lead the men's team
taking fifth and ninth place respec-
tively. Terry finished the race a
mere five seconds behind the second
place runner with a time of 26.21.
Rick crossed the finish line at the
on the road
Even so the Purple Raiders managed
to pull level jiiKt after the break.
The Scots pushed on however and
took the lead in the 65th minute
with a brilliant link up of first-year- s.
Davison scored her second goal in a
Wooster uniform assisted by fellow
classmate Kendal Wong '13 showing
yet again that the younger players of
the squad are not to be taken lightly.
Wooster's defense closed their ranks
and forced Mt. Union to surrender
to a 2-- 1 defeat.
The Scots have a busy weekend in
store for them with their next two
matches coming in close concession
with a game on Saturday against
Albion College and then facing
Kalamazoo College on Sunday. If
they can manage to keep their cur-
rent form we can only expect bigger
and better things from this team.
open season
27:0.r mark. Finishing the scoring
for the men were runners Micah
Caunter '12 (27:56), Kevin DeGrout
'13 (28:23) and Ethan Rudawsky '12
(28:27). Topping the Wooster men
was Mount Union College who took
first place honors and the school
which hosted the meet, Walsh
University, who finished second.
The men and women look to
improve on this great start to the
competitive season as they travel to
Westerville, Ohio to compete in the
Otterbein Invitational on Sept. 26.
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Volleyball team runs a clinic at the Kilt Classic
Andrew Vogel
Editor in Chief
If the Wooster volleyball team was
missing the presence of departed sen-
iors Ali Drsuhal '09 and Megan Earle
'09 in their first games of this 2009
season, it surely didn't show this
weekend. With exceptional perform-
ances from setter Lizzi Beal '12 and
outside hitter KateLynn Riley ' 10, the
Scots strolled to a record of 4--0 at the
team's home opening tournament and
caught the rest of the competition
with its spandex down at the Kilt
Classic.
By the end of the weekend,
Manchester College, Baldwin-Walla- ce
College, Westminster (Pa.) College
and LaRoche College simply didn't
know what had hit them.
After taking Manchester and
Baldwin-Walla- ce in three sets each
last Friday night, the Scots' domi-
nance was as swift and effective as
Kanye West's interruption at the
VMA Awards. The Scots notched
their first win of the night against
Manchester (25-1- 6, 25-2- 1, 25-2- 1) and
followed up the impressive win with
yet another sweep, this time against-th-e
Baldwin-Walla- ce Yellow Jackets
(25-14,25-19,25- -23).
The following morning, the. Titans
were able to notch the only set won
against the ' Scots all weekend.
However, the Scots still escaped the
Titans with relative ease (25-2- 1, 19-2- 5,
25-2- 3, 25-1- 8). In the Scots'' final
match of the tournament, they rolled
over the LaRoche Lady Red Hawks
(25-1- 3, 25-1- 7, 25-1- 4) to complete an
unblemished weekend.
While the Scots received strong
performances from a number of play-
ers this weekend, Beal emerged as the
star of the tournament. She set the
tone 107 assists over the course of the
tournament's 1 1 sets and tossed in 15
kills and 47 digs for good measure.
The 107 assists brought Beal's assist
average to 8.46 per set on the season.
Men's soccer
Chris Weston
Sports Editor
Well, they certainly proved us
wrong.
Five games into the season and the
men's soccer team is showing signs of
great improvement from last season's
6-1- 0-) campaign, starting off with
only two losses through five games.
The key element to the Scot's 2-2- -1
record is the increase in scoring. Last
season, the Scots were only able to
find the back 'of the goal 20 times,
their second lowest total in the past
10 seasons. In the first four games
this season, the Scots have scored
seven goals, placing them fourth
--f V-- 'H
A good portion of Beal's sets went
to the All-Ameri- can outside hitter
Riley, who made it rain as she tallied
65 kills in the team's four matches.
More impressively, 62 of these kills
came iri the first three matches of the '
tournament. In the four sets against
Westminster, she notched 22 kills.
Beal and Riley both were named to the
all-tournam-
ent team and wreaked
havoc as a 1- -2 punch all weekend.
While Beal and Riley ran a clinic,
they weren't the only contributors this
weekend. The most encouraging per-
formance came from Kelley Johnson
'13. Johnson tallied 71 digs during the
tournament, with 31 coming against
Westminster. She has the somewhat
unenviable task of replacing Drushal,
who was an All-Ameri- can and three-tim- e
NCAC Libero of the Year.
However, if Johnson continues her
effective backcourt play the rest of the
season, Johnson will make her own
name for herself at the libero position.
The Scots also received big per-
formances at the service line from
Erin Webster '13 and Margaret Rabbe
'12. Webster and Raabe knocked in
nine and six service aces, respectively.
Earlier in the week, Riley had been
named as the NCAC Player of the
Week as she led the Scots to a second-pla- ce
finish at the Bishop Invitational.
At that tournament, Riley totaled 55
kills, 22 digs and 19 blbcks"as the team '
won three "of its first five before this
weekend's strong performance.
While the team was forced to
replace only two main contributors
from last year, Drushal and the versa-
tile Earle left big shoes to fill.
However, the team is already off to a
strong start with a 7-- 2 record two
weeks into the season. Last year, the
Scots dropped a number of early con-
tests before battling back to over .500
in NCAC play. With the formidable
offensive combo of Beal and Riley,
along with the newcomer Johnson's
defensive prowess, the team should be
in the thick of things all season long.
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ends scoring
among . the ..other NCAC. teams . in --
goals scored this season.
Through the first three matches,
the Scots' ' looked unstoppable,
outscoring their opponents 6-- 2 and
compiling a 2-0- -1 record. In their
home opener against Otterbein
College, the Scots were tested early
and often, with the game ultimately
culminating in a tie after 1 10 minutes
of play. Goalkeeper Taylor Takacs
'12 finished the game tying his career
high in saves with 10, three of which
came in the first 10 minutes of play.
In their second match against
Washington & Jefferson College,
Scott Buckwald '10, who led last
year's squad with seven goals and 18
t
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Sarah Hawke '12 contends the block of two Westminster (Pa)
College hitters in last Saturday's match. The Scots went 4--0
over the weekend at the Kilt Classic (Photo by Sam VanFleet).
drought, nets
poiivts,-score- d twice in the final 20
minutes of the game to push the.
Scots over the top and win 2-- 1. Eight
minutes after they had let up their
first goal of the season, Buckwald
scored on an unassisted play to even
the score. With under four minutes
remaining in regulation remaining,
he scored again, this time on a pass
from teammate Karl Ruter "10, to
give the Scots the go-ahe- ad score and
eventually the win.
After playing second fiddle to
Buckwald in the match against
Washington & Jefferson, Ruter
became the go to guy against Malone
University, scoring a career high
three goals and leading the Scots to a
n
Scott Buckwald '10, who has contributed three goals to the Scots' offensive success so far this sea-
son, crosses a ball to his fellow forwards during the home opener against Otterbein College on Sept.
1
.
Buckwald is currently tied for the team lead in goals withjariRuter '10 (Photo by Sam VanFleet).
seven sofar
4-- 1 victory. Ruter, who scored half
of his total goals from a season
before, was the first Fighting Scot
player to record a hat trick since
Brian Conway had one against
Oberlin College in October of 2004.
The Scots' unbeaten season was
broken up this past weekend, howev--
er, with a 4-- 1 loss at the hands of
Defiance College. Defiance, which
scored within the first five minutes of
the game, never lost the lead or the
momentum, with Fightuig Scot play-
ers only able to record two shots dur-
ing the entire first half. Buckwald did
end up scoring his third goal of the
season, tying him with Karl Ruter as
the team's leading scorers this year.
While it was
,
certainly a disap-
pointing loss after the outcome of the
first three games of the season,
Defiance is not a member of the
NCAC, therefore not hurting the
Scots chances at the conference
crown.
The important note for all of the
games is how effective the Scots'
defense has been. With the exception
of the game against Defiance, where
a large number of backups started
the game, the Scots have only allowed
two goals on 52 shots, which would
have placed them second overall in
the conference, Also, this season the
Scots have titaled 23 saVes, placing
them first in the NCAC ' " "
The Scots lost in devastating fash-
ion at home on Wednesday against
Muskingum College. The game
remained scoreless for the majority of
the 90 minutes, with Muskingum net-
ting a late goal to take the lead and
eventually earn a 1- -0 victory.
Starting defender Ryan Schlothauer
'11 missed the game due to illness.
Their next action is tomorrow,
Sept. 19 at Wabash College. It will be
. the Scots' first game against a confer
ence opponent. The next home game
is Sept. 26 when the Scots will host
Kenyon College in conference action
NCAC Fall Sports Standings
Field Hockey Meiu Soccer
1. )Wooct . (4-0- ) (64) I.) Ohio Wesleyan (00) (WW))
2. ) Ohio Wesleyan (2-1- ) (3-3- ) 2.) Allegheny (00) (30)
3. ) Damon
.
(2-0(3-- 2) 3)Denison (00)3l)
4) Wmenberg (l-D(l- -l) 4.)Ober1in (00)(31)
5.)Earlham (0 2) (2 2) ' 5)Earlham (00) (3-1-- 1)
6) Kenyon (0-2- ) (0-4- ) 6.) Kenyon ' (00) (3-2-- 0)
7.) Oberlin 0-2)(0- -3 - ' 7.) Wooster (WW) (2-2-- 1)
8 ) Wabash (00) (2-2-- 0)
9 ) Hiram (00) (2 3)
10.) Wittenberg (00) (03-1- )
Volleyball Woment Soccer
1. )Winenberg . (00) (1-- 0) I.) Wooiler (00) (5-0-- 1)
2. ) Wooilrr (0)(7-2- ) . 2.) Ohio Wesleyan (00) (31)
3. ) Hiram (0-0- ) (M) ' 3)Earlham (00) (4-1--0)
4. )Obcrlin (0!(3-5- ) 4)Denison (00) (3-1-- 0) '
5) I)cmn (00X1-4- ) 5.) Allegheny (00)(2-l-0- )
6) Eailham (0-0- ) (1-- 6) 6.) Wittenberg (00) (1-- 0 2)
7.) Kenyon ' (0-0- ) (1-7- ) 7.) Hiram , (00) (2-1-- 1)
8) Ohio Wesleyan (0-0)(0-- o) 8.)Oberlin (00)(I-1-I- )
9) Allegheny (0-OH0-- 4) 9.) Kenyon (00) (1 --K
The Wooster Voice
Sports Editor Mai.hnv lannie
recently talked to
fuU hockey goalie
Madalyn Myers
.
'a r. Jil. -in. lviyers una me
Scots have started
undefeated through I f
their Jirst six myers
gum including a
4-- 0 start in conference play.
Myers was named the the NCAC
All-Confere-
nce second team as a first
year and has enjoyed similar success
early this year. ,
MY: Given the success of last
year's NCAA appearance and an
outright NCAC title, how high
were the team's expectations for
this season?
MM: Our expectations were very J
high. Obviously we are going for a
second conference title this
,
year,
and hopefully getting a little fur-
ther than the first round of the
NCAA tournament. We are just
really pushing hard for those goals.
MY: Coming in as a first-ye- ar
last year you not only won the
starting spot in the goal, you
were also named to the NCAC
All-Confere-
nce second team
What sort of pressure did you
feel as a first-ye- ar starter last
season?
MM: I was very nervous and did
not quite know what to expect. It
was sort of an "I can't believe this is J
happening to me," moment, but the
team was really supportive' and
made me feel really welcome.
MY: How did it feel to earn
such high individual honors as a
first-ye- ar player?
MM: I really wasn't expecting to
be named to the All-Confere- nce
team; it was a big surprise. I think
the level of play of the team and
my teammates around me really
helped to push me to that level.
MY: Last season you had a .787
save percentage and let up an
average of 2.0 goals per game,
This season, through five games,
we have ajready seen an improve
ment in those numbers with your
save percentage being .820 per
cent and your goals against aver
age being only 1.78. To what do
you attribute your continued and
increasing success this year in
the goal?
' MM: I would say it is just a mat
ter of having more experience. At
the beginning of last season I was
really nervous and made a lot of lit-
tle mistakes that didn't help much,
but the experience of last year has
really helped me I'd say.
MY: You've spoken twice now
about how experience has helped
you. Do you think this team has
already begun to improve with
game experience, even in the
early stages of the season?
MM: I definitely think so. We
have a lot of first-yea- rs who are
contributing this year and I think
just being able to give them the
time getting on the field and start
ing to get used to it has really
helped. We really are starting to
come together as a team.
MY: What was the most diffi
cult part about having to start
the season with five straight
games away from home?
MM: Our upcoming games will
be challenging, but will be big steps
toward that goal. We have some
tough opponents in conference, but
going 12-- 0 would be awesome and I
think we are capable of that
MY: How I 'r cf a n !e have the
10 first-yea- rs played in the early
success of t!,is season?
r,'l: We have bad a lot ol first- -
years startin g and tliey ail have a
lot of talent and are really good
coming in as nrsi-year- s. Having
two starters graduate last year has
really opened up some space for
them to come in and help.
MY: r v i- - ,-- r ,
success 1... i s n cau I e att..y
uted to the leadership of upper- -
classmen an 1 I layers rt tuniin"
with e"fri.,m'e IVo' i 1 ve--r- :
M?': We haxe ivally t cai- -
tains tins V'-a- r who ,. re.iilv
taken control and si n the
younger players tVe iop 'th in
lca-:-T'.i- i ; ; 1 the
,"..
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